
Loading the Linden Autoclave, HG02.235 
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Switch on the autoclave (Stand "On") Fig A 

Open the door (button) Fig A 

Select a program Fig A 

P1 Lektest (30 min)  
P2  Destruction ‘dry’ (121°C -30 min) 
P3  Media high temp (121°C -15 min) 
P4  Media low temp (105°C -30 min) 
P5  Utensiles (sterilisation dry) (121°C -15 min) 
P6  Destruction ‘liquids ’(121°C -30 min) 

The test program P1 (Lektest.) is performed 
once a week by Dorine or Debbie 

 

 
There is a temperature sensor in the autoclave 
(PT100). Fig C 

If you want to use "Sterilisation dry" 
("Sterilisatie droog") or "Destruction dry" 
("Destructie droog") the sensor should be 
placed beside the contents of the autoclave. 
For the "Sterilization wet" (Sterilisatie nat") 
procedure, the same sensor need to be put in a 
glass flask filled with water with the same 
volume as the biggest volume that will be 
sterilized. (max. 2 liters) Fig B, C, D, E 

The sensors are very expensive (!): so be 

careful not to damage them with the door or 
with the trailer. 

 



 

For the destruction programs for solid trash (Destructie droog) one should use special autoclave-
compatible buckets. Leave the cover open!! The cover can be closed after sterilization in order to 

dispose of the trash. For fluids (Destructie nat) one should always use a reference glass flask (max. 2 liter) 
filled with at least the same volume as the largest bottle to sterilize, NEVER USE PLASTIC BOTTLES FOR 
THIS PURPOSE! Bottles should be loosely closed (to allow exit of vapour) during the sterilization process. 
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After the use of the autoclave, clean up your mess! 

The kitchen is not a storage room. 

 

 

The objects that need to be sterilized should be placed on the 

removable trolley on the rails. The trolley can be fixed with a 

security handle in the middle. Fig F, G, H 

Push the trolley inside. Now the door can be closed and the 

program can be started. 

Fill in the logbook, next to the entrance kitchen door (Fig I) with: 

 Name 

 Department 

 Date 

 GMO-waste (yes/no) 

 Used program 


